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Introduction to Exploring Trees and Ponds   
Exploring Trees and Ponds offers a special opportunity to engage youth in exploring the natural 
world. The natural changes in nature over time—whether shown in plants and trees, or in pond 
creatures such as tadpoles and dragonfly larvae—excite middle school youth and make them 
curious to learn more. The activities in Exploring Trees and Ponds are designed to build on this 
fascination and to give youth, ages 10–14, the opportunity to become more closely connected to 
the natural world. 

Special attention is given to promoting drawing and the use of digital cameras. Research in 
recent years suggests that the use of visual representations are an essential part of learning. 
Digital cameras provide an engaging way of recording observations and often provide a starting 
point for generating and answering research questions. 

The activities in Exploring Trees and Ponds are meant to be models for carrying out 
investigations with youth, with the goal of ultimately motivating them to generate their 
own questions and design their own investigations. When the activities are carried out in an 
intentional manner with attention to scientific thinking, different scientific process skills can 
be introduced and fostered throughout the whole project. The activities can be used as the 
experiential base for more in-depth investigations of  environmental problems or the more 
formal study of biological principles. For example, some  “big ideas” concepts, such as form 
and function, can be introduced during the fall tree  explorations and returned to during the 
exploration of pond organisms and/or spring trees. More specific science concepts, such as cells 
and photosynthesis, can also be introduced using these activities.  

Preparation   
We recommend that you read through all of the activities in this guide before you begin with the  
youth in your program. There are many steps that can and should be done ahead of the activities  
to make the experience easier on you and more valuable for the youth, ranging from making sure  
you have access to the needed materials, especially when those materials need to be gathered  
from a location outside. 

Youth Journals   
An integral part of any kind of nature study project should be journal keeping. In their journals,  
youth can record their discoveries, observations, experiments, and conclusions. This practice 
is  essential if they are going to be systematic in their observations and experiments and allows  
them to make sense of their experiences in a meaningful manner. It will add depth to the overall  
project, giving them a sense that they are participating in activities that are significant to their  
own interests. It can also help them practice skills and habits of mind that will be useful in their  
school work.  

Youth can use inexpensive spiral-bound notebooks as their journals. Paper journals allow youth  
to save tangible items from their explorations (for instance, flattened leaves) by securing them to   
the pages of the notebook. There are several methods to do this. The simplest (and least  
expensive) way is to put a leaf between two pieces of newspaper and press them under (or 
in) a  book. You can add another book over time to increase the weight and make the leaves 
even  flatter. Once the leaves or flowers are dry, youth can use a glue stick to attach them to a  
notebook page.  You may want to research other ways to do this online to share with the youth in  
your program. 



• Field trips to forest
• Local walks
• Observe leaves  

(chromatography, composting)
• Seedlings
• Seeds

   September – October (Fall)                        November – March (Winter)                     April – May (Spring)
                                                                                  Investigations

• Collect pond organisms
• Inventory samples
• Study individual organisms
• View videos of macro-invertebrates
• View videos and observe protozoa
• Experiment with daphnia 

• Observe bud changes
• Local walks
• Grow plants from seeds
• Observe flowers
• Observe leaves and substructures
• Field trips to forest

During the fall (September–
October), youth take part in field 
trips and indoor activities focusing 
on trees. They can start various 
kinds of investigations that will 
carry through the whole project. 
These might include observing 
changes in outdoors trees and 
growing tree seedlings indoors.

Long-Term Observations

• Adopt a tree
• Tree seedlings

• Observe macro-invertebrates

Scientific Process Skills
• Observation
• Experimentation
• Recording data
• Communication

 Concepts

• Form and Function
• Cells
• Energy/flow

• Photosynthesis
• Transpiration

During the winter (November–
March), the focus is on investigating 
pond organism but can also include 
some long-term observations of 
experiments that were set up in the 
fall related to trees. During the pond 
activities, youth set up containers 
with different organisms. They can 
study the changes in these organisms 
over several months.

During the spring (April–May), 
youth return to the outdoors to 
observe the changing trees. They 
can also continue working with 
pond organisms they have collected 
over the winter. 

Alternatively, if your program site has computer or tablet access, or if your youth have personal  
cell phones, you may choose to have them save their journals online to free notebook apps (e.g.,   
Evernote). Some software allow for photos to be uploaded as well.  

Alternatives to Field Trips   
This program suggests a number of trips to forests, fields, ponds, and even just outside of your  
program site. We understand that sometimes this number of outings is simply not possible for  
everyone in every location, so we have included a Photo Resources Gallery at the end of this  
activity guide and on the Exploring Trees and Ponds website (http://treesandponds.edc.org) that 
you can use with your youth should you be unable to complete the outside portions  of activities.

Calendar of Activities (extended learning experiences)  
The full project (using all three activity guide) can be carried out over a nine-month period, di-
vided into fall, winter, and spring. Although the seasons have been separated into distinct guides, 
many of the activities contain extended learning experiences that may extend past the end of the 
formal season. The calendar below provides one example of how you might carry out the entire 
program from September through May. We hope you enjoy these explorations!   
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Field Trip: Exploring a Forest   

Rationale  
Ideally, an investigation of trees would be carried out through regular visits to a forest. But time  
spent daily or weekly away from the program site is outside the capabilities of many out-of-
school programs. However, it is still highly recommended to have at least one trip to a forest.  
Youth find this to be an exciting, highly engaging adventure that can motivate them to attend  
future sessions. The goal of this type of activity is to spark the interest of youth about trees and  
plants, help them generate questions that can result in future inquires, and give them a concrete  
experience as background for later reference.  

A trip to a forest is a great way to introduce an extended investigation of trees and plants. Trees  
growing in a forest exhibit some different characteristics than those growing in a city park, in  
yards, or on city streets. Therefore, an interesting conversation can be developed about how  
different environmental conditions affect the growth of trees.   

Some youth may have never been in a forest so this will be a special event for them. You need 
to  think carefully about how and what you do when you are in the forest. Since this is meant to 
be  an introductory experience, you need to give careful consideration to how much time you 
give  for open exploration and focused observations. There are many kinds of observations to be  
made; be careful that youth don’t become overwhelmed with too much information.   

Materials  
For each youth  
•	 1 journal and pen/pencil  
•	 1 plastic bag for collecting specimens (e.g., sandwich, quart, or gallon storage bag, or a  

grocery bag)  

For the whole group  
During the field trip  
•	 digital cameras  
•	 binoculars  
•	 measuring tape   

1   
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NOTE:  You do not have to worry about careful tree identification for this trip. The purpose of the trip is 
exploration,  allowing youth to get an overall view of a forest and to gain general impressions of how trees and 
plants grow. You can decide to have the youth on this trip just note differences in trees and help them with 
general identifying  features, such as the overall shape of a tree and the shapes of the leaves.    

 

•	 snacks and drinks  
•	 first aid kit  
•	 100 feet of string or rope (optional)  

Back at the program site  
•	 access to a computer/printer  
•	 chart paper  
•	 field guides to trees and shrubs  

Preparation  
If you are visiting a state or national park, find out ahead of time if you need a special permit 
or  permission to bring a large group. Also, obtain a map of the park to familiarize yourself with 
the  locations of parking and restrooms, as well as the available trails. Consult with the park 
rangers  about the trails in terms of difficulty and the type of trees and plants you may encounter. 
Pick a  trail that you think the youth can handle physically and that will provide opportunities for  
observing important characteristics of trees in a forest.   

•	 Each forest differs in the number and variety of trees and plants. It is highly recommended  
that you take the time to walk along the trail prior to bringing the youth. Bring a camera to  
record spots where it would be useful to engage youth in a close observation. See below for  
specific suggestions.  

•	 Ask extra adults (parents or other program staff) to come along for added supervision.   
•	 Tell youth to wear shoes that they can comfortably walk in and clothing appropriate to the  

weather and activity.  

Checking Out a Trail  
Having picked a trail with advice from a park ranger, take a walk along this trail and look 
for  specific places where you can all stop and observe. Here are some things you can look for  
relating to the properties of trees and how they grow.  

•	 Take note of the different kinds of trees that are part of the forest. Collect sample leaves of  
some of these trees to show to the youth before they start their walk.   

•	 When focusing on leaves of a particular tree, emphasize the overall shape of the leaves  
(maple and oak leaves are shaped quite differently), rather than distinguishing between red  
and sugar maple, or between white and black oak. The idea is to help students associate the  
shape of the leaf with the basic name or type of tree without being any more specific.   

•	 A similar approach could be taken with conifers. A collection of needles and a short branch  
from two or three would be sufficient.    
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Dead and decaying tree 
 

Photo Courtesy of Bernie Zubrowski   

Exposed Roots 
 
     Photo Courtesy of Bernie Zubrowski    

•	 Decaying trees and leaves: Find trees that have died and are decaying, such as ones having  
fungi or mushrooms growing on them, as shown in the figure below.   

Places and Materials on Which to Focus  
•	 Areas with little undergrowth: Find areas where there is very little undergrowth. It would  

be particularly useful if you could find a spot where there is little growth in one area and a lot  
of growth nearby. You can have the youth speculate about what is different between the two  
areas.  

•	 Young trees: Find a spot where many young trees are growing. You can have youth try to  
determine what factors may have influenced this new growth. Is it in a relatively open area  
with a few tall trees around? Does it look like there was a fire in this area in recent times?  

•	 Roots: Find places where roots of trees are very exposed, particularly where there are trees  
next to each other having intertwined roots, as shown in the figure below. (Trees growing on  
rocks usually show many exposed roots.)   

3   



•	 Branching patterns of leaves: Find places where there are very tall trees that enable one 
to  get a good view of the overall branching patterns of the trees. Find places on the ground  
where old leaves have not yet decomposed.  

•	 Seeds: Look for trees that are bearing seeds.  
•	 Insects: Some youth will find it quite exciting to look for and find insects. It can be a way of  

having them look more closely at plants and the forest floor. So, encourage youth to search  
for insects on trees or nearby plants.   

Introducing the Activity  
It is always important for youth to have a sense of the purpose of a field trip. Since this field 
trip  may be the introductory experience to an extended investigation about trees and plants, 
you  should take the time to help youth understand that the purpose of the trip is to give them 
the  opportunity to observe trees and plants in their natural environment. By setting them up for  
viewing the walk as an exploration rather than a physical challenge, you can make the visit more  
productive.   

First, ask who has visited a forest previously and have selected youth share with the whole group  
what they have observed, especially about the trees and plants. Then, ask the whole group to 
generate some anticipated observations and questions, which they should record in their journals.   

Here are some questions to get the discussion started:  
•	 What do you want to find out about trees and other plants?  
•	 How many different kinds of trees do you think you will observe? Will there only be a few  

different kinds or will there be many different kinds?  
•	 Will most of the trees be tall and old, or will there be a mixture of old and young trees?  
•	 Will there be lots of plants growing under the trees?  

Encourage the youth to come up with several questions of their own so that they can have a focus  
for their observations. If you already have taken the group on a neighborhood or local trip, have  
them recall what they observed and tell them that much of what they observed about trees will be  
the same in the forest.   

During the Field Trip  
Having arrived at the forest, decide if the youth will be moving in small groups or as a whole  
group. Check to see that the youth have their snacks and drinks. Distribute cameras and review  
some of the questions that were generated previously.  

On the first part of the walk, encourage the youth to look for something that strikes them as  
interesting. Have them write comments in their journals and, if appropriate, take a picture. Then,  
as you walk along the trail, stop at the spots you have previewed (see Preparation) and point out  
those features that are relevant. Where appropriate and permitted, let youth collect samples such  
as leaves and seeds from trees.    
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NOTE: Some flowers may be on an endangered list. Check with the rangers about what may or may not be  
permitted for collecting purposes.   

Introduce this activity by asking youth how many different living things might be present in a 
20  x 20-foot area of the forest. Explain that the survey is to find out how many different kinds 
of  trees, bushes, and other plants are present in a marked off area. Insects can also be part of this  
survey.  

1.  Pick out a plot of land that appears to have a variety of trees and plants present. (Check to see  
that there is no poison ivy present.)   

2.  Mark off an area about 20 x 20 feet using rope or string to define the perimeter.  
3.  Ask youth what they notice by just looking at this marked off area from a distance?  
4.  Tell them that a more systematic approach could give them a better idea of what is present.  
5.  Have youth form a line along one side of the perimeter and then slowly walk forward in a  

straight line toward the other line of the area and record in their journals the type of plants  
and insects that are directly in their path. (Since they will not know most or all of the plants  
by name, help them come up with brief descriptions. Here, as mentioned previously, specific  
species of trees need not be identified; rather, just have youth identify whether it is a type of  
maple or oak or evergreen.)   

After they have carried this out, have the whole group come together and share their results.   
Tally the number of trees, bushes, other plants, and insects. Have a discussion about this 
sample  and have youth think about how representative this might be of the rest of the forest. 
Would a  similar kind of inventory happen if taken in a swampy area, in an area with little plant  
undergrowth, or in an area with lots of exposed rock?  

If ticks are a known problem in your area, have the youth check each other for any ticks that may  
have tried to latch on to them or their clothing after the walk through the woods.  
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Again, encourage the youth to take pictures of what they think is interesting.   

Biodiversity Survey (optional) 

NOTE: This biodiversity survey may call for another field trip to a forest because it can take several hours to  
complete if done in a very thorough manner. Therefore, you should decide ahead of time if you want to try to  
carry it out during an introductory field trip or put it off for a later session.  

NOTE: This survey can be a way to introduce two abstract concepts to youth: biodiversity and habitats.  
However, these concepts should be developed through multiple activities.  
Biodiversity: Have youth compare their surveyed spot to other areas they have observed to discuss all of the  
different life that exists.  
Habitats: On their walk, youth will encounter areas that look different and where different types of plants grow.  
You can discuss the differences in these areas and how some plants grow better in wet habitats and others in 
dry,  and how some insects are better adapted to wet or dry habitats.   



Immediate Observations  
Once you return to your program site, bring the group together and have them report on what  
they found most interesting during the field trip. What more would they like to know about trees  
and plants? Have them record their questions both in their journals and on a large sheet of chart  
paper. These questions can be followed up in later sessions.   

If there is time, have the youth look at some of the photos they took. At this point or in the next  
session, they should print out some of those photos. They can add the photos to their journals  
with captions and commentary about what the photo is showing them.(See the Introduction for  
more information on youth journals.)  

Have the youth share the samples they have collected.  
•	 How many different kinds of leaves did they collect?  
•	 How would they describe the differences in the leaves?  
•	 What did they notice about the way the trees were growing in different parts of the forest?  
•	 Were there differences in the sizes and heights of the trees in open areas compared with  

crowded areas?  
•	 What did they notice about where the roots of trees were exposed?  

Have youth tape some of their samples (such as leaves) into their journals. They should add  
descriptions next to the samples along with any further questions they might have about the  
samples.  

 
Follow-up with Photos  
Take the time at the next session to review with the whole group a few of the photos that the  
youth took. Ask them to comment on why they took the particular photos. Have them pick  
several of the photos to be attached to a large sheet of chart paper to create a group poster that  
can be on display for the youth to reference later on.   

Future Follow-Up  
Most youth consider a trip to a forest to be an exciting activity. Trips such as these can be highly  
motivating and be reason for continued participation. If it is possible, try to revisit the same  
forest and the same special areas at other times of the year as follow-up. For instance, during the  
winter, youth can observe the barren trees and how the trees survive in cold temperature. During  
the spring, youth can observe the variations in the emergence of leaves and flowers. Several field  
trips during the course of the year will provide youth with a sense of the ongoing changes in the  
trees and other plants.  

Observing Progress   
This first session is a time when you can gather some first impressions of the youth and their  
interests. Use it as a reference point for comparisons throughout and at the end of the Fall Trees  
project. Some youth may express great interest and be involved in an enthusiastic manner while   
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NOTE: Save leaves and flowers for future activities. Help the youth place these in their journals in a way that 
they  will be preserved and not fall apart.  



others may be quiet or act less interested. For this latter group, you may want to talk with them  
one on one to find out what things they are enjoying or what things are not working out for them.  
Their responses will help you better handle their behavior later in the project. Also, observe  
group dynamics and note where there may be future problems among some of the youth.   

During the walk in the forest observe the youth’s behavior and their talk. Some of their talk may  
not be related to the field trip; it may be just socializing. Some indicators of involvement are:  

•	 Do they stop at times to look closely at something they find interesting?  
•	 Do they take photos of the trees and plants?  
•	 Do they take close-up photos of anything?   
•	 Do they make some observations in their journals?  
•	 Do they make any reference to a TV program or book they have read that gave information  

about plants?  

It is good practice to have youth reflect on the activity informally at the end of each session.    

7   
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NOTE: Field hand lenses enable the youth to observe a bug, piece of bark, or leaf more closely than with their  
naked eye. Ask the youth to draw an object, first using their naked eye, then using the field hand lens. What did  
they notice about the object once they saw it magnified?   

Field Trip: Exploring Your Neighborhood   

Rationale  
Although youth may walk by the trees and plants in your program site’s neighborhood on a  
regular basis, they probably have not closely observed them and the changes they undergo.  
During the fall, trees go through some very noticeable changes. Since these changes are so  
visible, fall is a productive time to draw their attention to these changes and, at the same time,  
have them become more familiar with trees.  

Youth should have opportunities to walk around the area next to or near your program site. If  
there is a park or cemetery next to your program site, plan to make use of this resource.  

The goal of this trip is to draw the youth’s attention to the trees right around them so that they  
start to become familiar with the trees’ overall structure and more prominent characteristics.   

Materials  
For each youth  
•  1 journal and pen/pencil  
•  1 magnifying glass  
•  1 plastic bag for collecting specimens (e.g., sandwich, quart, or gallon storage bag, or a  

grocery bag)  

For the whole group              

During the walk  
•  binoculars  
•  digital cameras  
•  map of the area of study  
•  tree identification books or field guides   
•  plain paper and crayons (for bark rubbings, optional)  
•  field hand lenses (optional)  
•  measuring tape  
•  snacks and drinks  
•  first aid kit  

Back at the program site  
•  access to a computer/printer  
•  chart paper   

Field hand lens  

© Burt Granofsky/EDC  
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Preparation  
To make this walk more productive, you should take the walk yourself ahead of the field trip.  
Decide which route will be most interesting and informative for the youth, especially if youth  
were unable to take a field trip to the forest, making this their introductory experience.  

Making a Map of the Route  
Make a map of the area that you will be exploring. You can download images of your  
neighborhood from the Internet using such sites as www.terraserver.com or  www.
google.com/maps.   

The purpose of these maps is for the youth to record on them where they have observed trees.  
Most of these Internet satellite photos will be too small for this purpose, but you can use the  
Internet maps to help you make your own much larger sketch/map of the area. The map will need  
to be large enough for each youth in the group to record where they have observed trees.  

The following are suggestions of what to look for during your walk and ways of drawing  
attention to special characteristics of trees.  

•	 Try to choose a route that maximizes the variety of trees that youth can observe. Look for 
deciduous trees (lose their leaves in the fall; tend to be broadleaf) and conifers (branches with  
needles). Keep in mind that many trees planted on streets, inside private yards, and in parks  
or cemeteries are probably not indigenous (native to the area); try to find some native trees  
along your route. (Check your field guide for what types of trees are native to your area.)

•	 Take note of places where there may be several trees growing very close together, such as  
vacant lots, a section of a park, or large yards. Observe whether the trees have few lower  
branches or have a full crown of leaves.  

•	 Look for trees that may have been attacked by insects or have lost large limbs because of  
strong winds or ice storms.  

•	 Look for stumps of trees that would allow the youth to count the rings and determine the age  
of the former tree.    

NOTE: Many trees in urban areas (in parks or cemeteries) stand alone. This means they will have a fuller shape 
so  that youth can get a better sense of their overall shape. On the other hand, trees growing in yards may be 
growing  near each other, resulting in parts of the trees competing with each other for sunlight and nutrients. Try 
to find  both standalone and grouped trees so that youth can observe the differential growth in these two kinds of  
situations.   

Parking lots can be a useful place to stop and look at trees. In some parking lots, multiples of the same tree are  
planted next to each other. You can also use photos from the Photo Resource Gallery titled Group Portraits 
at  the end of this guide or on the Exploring Trees and Ponds website (http://treesandponds.edc.org). This is an  
opportunity to observe variations of the same species of tree. Usually, these trees are planted at the same time  and 
are of the same age, and they are growing under the same environmental conditions; yet, they may exhibit slightly 
different shapes and branching patterns.   

Introducing the Activity  
Before leaving your site, ask the youth what they remember about the trees that are next to or  
near the building they are currently in.   
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Ask them how many different kinds of trees they think they may encounter on a walk. How do  
the overall shapes of the trees differ? Will there be big differences between recently planted trees  
and older ones? Draft a list of questions with the youth that you will review during your walk.   
 
There are several ways you can have the youth carry out their observations:

1. Move as a whole group, going from one spot to another, stopping to point out some specific  
characteristic that you have noted in your preparatory walk (see Preparation). 

2. Carry out a scavenger hunt, where you challenge youth to collect as many different kinds of  
leaves, seeds, and bark rubbings (see Note below) in a given amount of time following the  
map of the area that you have prepared. During the field trip, they should record on the map  
where they have collected the different samples.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Have youth in groups of two or three go to designated spots and make observations using the 
prepared map and answering the questions that they and you generated ahead of the walk

4. Take some photos of trees and plants before the walk. Show the pictures to the youth and 
then challenge them to find where subjects of the photos are located.    
 

NOTE: After these preliminary explorations, you can focus the youth’s interest and observations on adopting 
a  tree. More will be said about this practice in the next activity. During these preliminary explorations suggest to  
youth to note which trees they find most appealing or interesting. Tell them that after further explorations they will 
be encouraged to focus on one tree.    

During the Activity  
The purpose of this walk is to motivate youth to become interested in the long-term study of  
trees and plants. So, it is important to note what discoveries and sparks of interest occur during  
this walk. Encourage the youth to generate questions that do not need an immediate answer.  
What curiosities cause them to wonder about what is happening?   

Sometimes you will see trees that are dying or find stumps left after the removal of trees. Give  
the youth time to speculate on what may have been the cause of the trees’ demise or what other  
reasons might have prompted the trees to be removed. This can provide a context for discussing  
what trees need to survive, as well as problems of pollution.  

If permissible, have youth collect some leaves, seeds, and parts of plants. Make sure they do 
this  in a way that causes no harm to the trees or plants. Also, have youth take pictures of parts of  
trees and plants that they find interesting, which they may share with the rest of the group later.   
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NOTE: Bark rubbings can be done in two ways. You can provide youth with sheets of plain paper and crayons.  Or, 
you can suggest to them that they use pages from their journals. Place the paper on a part of the bark and try  to 
secure it tightly so that it is in close contact with the bark. Then rub the long side of the crayon across the surface 
until the bark pattern emerges. (The paper on the crayon will have to be peeled away to do this.)

Whichever way the walk happens, encourage the youth to make drawings, take pictures, and  
record on the map where they have taken the pictures or collected samples.  



Immediate Observations  
After the walk, gather the youth back at your program site and have them do some writing and  
reflecting about their trip. They should place in their journals some of the leaf samples and other  
natural objects, such as seeds, they may have collected.   

Some questions to ask youth could be:  
•	 Do you notice any differences between trees on a street or near a house compared with trees 

in the forest?  
•	 What kind of leaves did you find on the trees? Are they different from the leaves found in the  

forest? (Since trees in the city or suburb are often not native, they will probably find different  
shaped leaves in each area.)  

Record their observations on a sheet of chart paper. Have them share and generate questions that  
they would like to pursue in the future. Keep these sheets of paper for future sessions so that  
follow-up explorations and inquiries can be pursued.  

The discussion about the observations during these local field trips can be extended by printing  
out some of the photos youth have taken. This can be done during the same session (if there is  
time) or in the following session. Youth can give reasons why they took the selected photos and  
they can generate questions about what they observe in the photos. For instance, some branches  
of a tree may be lacking leaves while most of the other branches have their leaves. A discussion  
can be developed about what may have caused this loss of leaves.  

Also, you can introduce photos from the Tree Shapes section of the Photo Resources Gallery 
at  the end of this guide or on the Exploring Trees and Ponds website (http://treesandponds.edc.
org).  Using these photos, you can develop a discussion about why different trees have different  
shapes. Answers to this general question are, in fact, quite complicated but bringing up the topic  
can be a way of getting youth to start thinking about the growth of trees.   

Observing Progress  
The same indicators of youth’s involvement used in the Exploring a Forest activity are  
appropriate here as well. While walking around the program site, make note of the following:  

•  Do they stop at times to look closely at something they find interesting?  
•  Do they take photos of the trees and plants?  
•  Do they take close-up photos of anything?  
•  Do they make some observations in their journals?  

If the youth are very familiar with the area being visited, note whether they make comments  
about what they have noticed about the trees in the past. These comments can reveal whether  
they have paid attention to their environment.    
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Fall color on a maple tree   

Field Trip: Adopting a Tree   

© 2009 JupiterImages.com   

Rationale  
There are many observations to be made about trees. It can  
be overwhelming for youth to try to observe and 
assimilate  so much information all in one walk. The goal 
of the  exploratory walk described in Exploring Your 
Neighborhood  is to help the youth gain a sense of the 
different types of  trees in the area around their program 
site. You can take  youth on several follow-up walks to help 
them focus on  specific characteristics of the trees (e.g., 
branching patterns,  leaf shape, bark). One way of helping 
youth do this is to  have them “adopt” a tree, making their 
observations a more  personal undertaking. The fall season 
is a good time for this  adoption because some trees go 
through colorful changes.  These colors can attract youth to 
a particular tree.   

It can be challenging to get youth motivated to look more  
closely at trees. As much as possible, have youth generate  
their own questions about some of these obvious changes  
during the fall so they can feel a personal investment in 
their  observations.    

Some guiding questions for this activity are: What can you observe about a specific tree?  
What changes has this tree undergone between each of your visits?  

In the fall, the color of the leaves is prominent (see figure above), but in addition to these  
obvious changes, try to get the youth to also pay attention to the branching patterns of different  
trees and how leaves are distributed on trees.  

Materials  
For each youth  
•	 1 journal and pen/pencil  
•	 1 plastic bag for collecting specimens (e.g., sandwich, quart, or gallon storage bag, or a  

grocery bag)  

For the whole group  
During the walk  
•	 binoculars 
•	 tree identification books or field guides   
•	 digital cameras  
•	 magnifying glasses  
•	 field microscopes (optional)  
•	 map of the area of study   
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NOTE: Youth are more likely to be motivated to carry out this observation if they have a special feeling or  
identification for a tree. Encourage them to pick a tree that they find beautiful or especially pleasing.   

•	 measuring tape  
•	 colored string or yard (optional)  
•	 snacks and drinks  
•	 first aid kid  

Back at the program site  
•	 access to a computer/printer  

Preparation  
Take a quick walk around the area you had visited previously, and note where there are  
significant changes happening with the trees and plants. Note where there are trees whose leaves  
are changing color. Try to find examples where the leaves on a tree are of more than one color  
(usually yellow with orange and red). Note also where there may be some trees bearing seeds.   

If you are able to take photos of a few trees, try to record the changes that are happening on a  
daily basis. These photos can be used in discussion about the trees’ fall changes.  

Introducing the Activity  
Review with the youth what they observed in their visit to the forest and their walk around the  
local area. What do they remember about the trees they spent some time observing? Show some  
of the photos they took, giving special attention to the leaves and their color. Ask them what they  
have noticed since the walk about the trees around their house and neighborhood.  

Here are some questions to foster a discussion:  
•	 How do the leaves on a tree change color?   
•	 Do they all change at once? Does one part of the tree change before another?   
•	 If the leaves change color, do they fall off right away? If not, how long do the changed leaves  

remain on the tree?  
•	 Some trees’ leaves change before other trees’. What types of trees start sooner?  
•	 Is there a difference in when their leaves start to change color between older trees and  

younger trees?  
•	 Point out that some trees bear fruit in the fall, such as apple, peach, and pear trees, while  

others bear seeds. Youth should observe those trees with seeds and record them in their  
journals.   

Tell them that they will take another walk around the program site to take a closer look at the  
trees and plants. At this time, you can have the youth adopt a tree that they find interesting. (This  
activity can be done individually, or you can allow the youths to team up.) Explain to them that  
their trees will be used for long-term observations. You will need to work out with them how  
they will identify their trees in the future. You can have them mark the trees on a map of the  
area, or they can write in their journals the specific locations, such as street name, intersection, or  
name of and location in the park.    
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You can also provide the youth with colored string or yarn. They can tie a piece of the yarn onto  
the trunk or branch of the tree to help them identify it in the future. This technique is especially  
helpful when there are trees bunched together in one spot.  

They should spend some time taking a close look at the leaves, branches, and trunks of their  
adopted trees. They should also closely observe the branches. Ask them from where on the  
branches the leaves emerge. They should make some drawings, take pictures, and collect  
samples of leaves and seeds.   

During the Activity  
Since the youth are being encouraged to pick a tree based on their own interests, they will end up  
spreading out over the local site. Establish some guidelines for how they should behave and how  
long they will have to carry out their observations.   

Move from youth to youth to check that they understand what they are to do. Make sure they 
are  making drawings, taking pictures, and collecting seeds. Ask them what they find interesting  
about the trees they chose.   

NOTE: There can be variation in the way leaves change color in the fall. This requires close observation of the  
leaves. Some leaves change color at the edge or tips while others first change color through their veins. Encourage  
youth to focus their attention to this variation.   

At the end of this activity (pages 17–20) are several worksheets to aid the youth in their  
observations. Ask youth to describe the tree’s characteristics on page 17, and encourage them to  
take a photo or draw their adopted tree each season.  

Immediate Observations  
Have the whole group gather back at the program site and give the youth a few minutes to  
prepare for a report and discussion. At this time or during the next session, have the youth share  
some of the photos they took. Use the photos to have them talk about what they found interesting  
and what questions they have.  

Have each youth or group say a little about the tree they have adopted. What did they find  
interesting? They can also show the leaves and seeds collected from their adopted tree.  

Then have them compare and contrast the trees they have adopted. Which trees are further along  
in the changing of the colors of the leaves? Which trees were bearing seeds or possibly fruit?  

NOTE: Pick one photo of each youth’s or group’s adopted tree once they have been loaded onto a computer.  
Then, line up the photos so that two can be displayed at the same time. Each youth or group can comment on the  
differences and similarities of the two trees. Parts of the trees can be compared, such as the overall shape of the  
tree, the shape of the leaves, and the appearance of the bark.   
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Observing Progress  
Attention to details is a good indicator of the youth’s interests and involvement. While walking  
around and then debriefing back at the program site, make note of the following:  

•  Do they spend some time looking closely at the tree they have adopted?  
•  Are they careful in recording where their adopted tree is located?  
•  Do they spend time making drawings of some of the trees and plants?  
•  Do they take several photos of their adopted tree?  
•  Do they take close-up shots of the leaves and other parts of the tree?   
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Worksheet: My Adopted Tree’s Characteristics  
Shape of the Tree:  

Overall Branching Pattern:  

Approximate Height:  

Diameter of the Trunk Six Feet from the Ground:  

Approximate Size of the Crown:  

Type of Leaf or Type of Needle:  

Arrangement of Leaves on a Branch:  

Average Surface Area of the Leaves:  

Type of Seed or Fruit:  

Type of Flower:  

Insects or Birds Nesting on Your Tree:   
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Photo and/or Drawing   

Worksheet: My Adopted Tree Photo/Drawing  

FALL   
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Photo and/or Drawing   

Worksheet: My Adopted Tree Photo/Drawing  

WINTER Follow-up   
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Photo and/or Drawing   

Worksheet: My Adopted Tree Photo/Drawing  

SPRING Follow-up   
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Tree seedlings, one without leaves and one with  

Photos courtesy of Bernie Zubrowski  

Materials  
For each youth  
•	 1 journal and pen/pencil  
•	 tree seedlings*   

*Try to obtain samples of several kinds of trees of different sizes. Since there is the real possibility that some may  
not survive the transplantation, collect multiple samples of the same kind of tree. If possible, collect samples of both  
deciduous and conifers.   

Trees: Observations Indoors  
Rationale  
In addition to carrying out long-term outdoor observations of trees in the immediate area, it is  
also possible to set up some situations indoors where small trees can be observed. The idea is 
to  collect samples of local trees that are very small, ranging from ones that are about a year old 
to  several years old, meaning tree seedlings that are from 6 inches high to several feet high. The  
purpose is to have the youth pay attention to changes of these seedlings in the fall and then again  
in the early spring. The guiding question is whether keeping trees indoors results in changes  
different from those experienced by trees outdoors. Does the warmer indoor environment result  
in leaves staying on longer in the fall? Is there a difference in the emergence of leaves in the  
spring?   

The gathering of these seedlings can be done by you or you can have the youth participate in this  
undertaking.    
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For the whole group  
•  containers** to hold very small trees   
•  potting soil  
•  digital cameras  
•  shovels or troughs  

**For example, plant pots used for household plants, or recycled containers such as 2-liter soda bottles with their  
tops cut off.  

Preparation  
Find a place where there are new tree seedlings that you can dig up. You will have to find a place  
where you will not be disturbing the natural environment or where you have permission. Good  
places include vacant lots, your program site’s property, and strips along some roads.   

Collect a few seedlings in early fall before trees are changing colors and losing their leaves. 
The  sooner you can collect these plants, the better it will be for seeing possible differences in 
the  changes and dropping of the leaves. When you dig them up, try to keep some soil around the  
roots. Then, as soon as you can, place the seedlings into pots with potting soil, and water them.   

NOTE: It is suggested that you use potting soil rather than soil from the outside where you collect the plant.  
Outdoor soil probably has seeds in it some of which will germinate in the fall and spring. This emergence of plants  
can confuse youth about what may be happening with the trees.   

Find an area to keep the seedlings in your program site that gets some sunlight during the day  
and will be relatively undisturbed by other people at the site. Alternatively, you can set up an  
arrangement with a grow light.   

Introducing the Activity  
If you have gathered the seedlings, show the youth the samples you’ve collected. Tell them that  
these will be kept indoors throughout the whole investigation. The purpose is to closely observe  
the seedlings as well as their seasonal changes.   

Since these will be indoors, have youth speculate whether the seedlings will show changes 
that  differ in any way from the same kind of trees outdoors. For instance, will the leaves on 
these  small indoor trees show changes in color and drop their leaves at the same time as those  
outdoors? If not, what conditions might make a difference? Also, since it will likely be warmer  
indoors, will temperature make a difference as to when leaves fall from these trees?  

Have youth think about and discuss how these trees will behave in the spring as well. Will the  
indoor trees put out buds and leaves at the same time as those outdoors? Having the trees close  
by will allow youth to closely observe and record changes to the buds.    
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Eventually in the fall, deciduous trees and plants lose their leaves and will remain in this state  
until the spring season in your area. Youth should pay close attention to whether there is any  
difference between when the leaves fall off of the indoor trees and plants vs. the outdoor trees  
and plants of the same kind. It has been noticed that oak seedlings kept indoors may hold onto  
their leaves several weeks after the same kind of trees lose their leaves outdoors. (The leaves 
of  outdoor oak trees die and turn brown in the fall but they tend to remain on the branches well 
into  the winter.) Some maple plants may also hold onto their leaves longer than the same plants  
outdoors.   

NOTE: Follow-up in the Spring  
If you are able to continue the investigation throughout the winter and spring, keep an eye out for the following. In  
the spring, oak seedlings may sprout leaves as early as February in some areas. Keeping this in mind, youth should  
be on watch starting in February for any signs of the emergence of buds on their indoor specimens. However,  
some plants indoors may never sprout leaves, even late into the spring. The buds on some trees need to  experience 
an extended period of cold similar to what happens with some seeds. Being kept indoors during the  winter has 
changed the chemicals mix in the buds so that a signal to sprout doesn’t occur.    

During the Activity  
To start out, have youth make drawings and take close-up photos of the tree seedlings soon after  
you have dug them up and planted them in pots. This way they will be able to compare how they  
looked at the beginning of the investigation to what they look like later on. Make sure they print  
out these pictures and keep them in their journals, noting the date they were taken. To make sure  
all the tree samples have been observed, assign individuals or small groups to specific seedlings.   

Circulate among the youth and observe the kinds of drawings they are making. Encourage them  
to make a close-up drawing of one of the branches, giving special attention to where the leaves  
emerge from the stem or if there are some new buds.  

Long-term Observations  
After the youth have made their initial observations, you need to set up a system for watering  
these plants on a regular basis (they need to be kept moist) and plan to have youth make  
occasional observations. During this fall session, have youth make quick observations each  
session.   

To keep track of the watering and the ongoing observations, you can make a large chart and post  
it on a wall in the room where you meet. This will allow youth to make quick comparisons to  
previous observations as well as to inform others not involved in the project of what is happening  
with the trees. One possible chart set-up for recording short observations is shown below. You  
may also want to create a separate chart for attaching photos of the trees.  

Record of Tree Changes   
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Type of tree 9/28 10/4 10/12 10/14     
maple Tree is 12 

inches tall 
with small 
leaves 

Top leaves 
starting to 
change 
color.  

All leaves 
are changing 
color. 

Leaves 
starting to 
fall off the 
tree. 
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Photo Courtesy of Bernie Zubrowski                      Photo Courtesy of Bernie Zubrowski

Rationale  
The changes in the color of leaves in the fall are a dramatic occurrence. This display will attract  
the attention of youth and can be used as a way of sparking their curiosity about the role of  
pigments in leaves. They can be challenged to design ways of extracting these colors and explore  
their properties.   

The guiding question for this activity is: Can the colored substances in leaves be separated  
from the leaves?  

There are several parts to this activity, which can happen over one long session or numerous  
shorter ones.   

Part 1:  Youth try out ways of extracting the green pigment (chlorophyll) from fresh leaves.  
Part 2:  Youth try out ways of extracting pigment from other plant materials, such as colored  

fruits and vegetables. (optional)  
Part 3:  Youth test ways of separating pigments in leaves and other plants using paper and  

solvent.   

Materials  
For each group of 2 or 3 youth  
•	 2 or 3 metal cans (taller cans are preferable)  
•	 2 or 3 scrap pieces of wood (2–3 inches wide, 12–14 inches long)  
•	 8–10 white coffee filters  
•	 5 or 6 clear plastic cups (9-ounce)   

Leaves: Extracting Pigments   
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•	 5 or 6 glass jars  
•	 5 or 6 coffee stirrers  

For the whole group  
•	 testing materials   

- different colored leaves collected from nearby trees*  
- half a red cabbage*  
- ~50 blueberries*  
- ~20 red onion skins  
- ~20 yellow onion skins  
- 2 carrots  
- half a bag of spinach  
- flowers of different colors  

•	 glass jars for holding the liquids (e.g., a jelly jar, mayonnaise jar, or pickle jar; do not use 
plastic because acetone can dissolve some plastics)  

•	 clear plastic cups (9-ounce)  
•	 1 pint rubbing alcohol  
•	 1 bottle acetone (e.g., nail polish remover)   
•	 1 set of water-based pens having multiple colors (can be very inexpensive markers)  
•	 access to water  
•	 access to a stove/hotplate  

*Necessary to complete activity. The rest of the testing materials are optional.  

Preparation for Part 2 (optional)  
Before the session, gather red and yellow onion skins, as well as other kinds of colored  
vegetables that you can readily obtain. These materials are suggested because youth find them  
interesting to work with and because they provide other kinds of plant pigments.   

If your program site does not have a stove for cooking the materials collected, you should cook  
them ahead of the session so that the youth can see what happens when heat is applied to these  
materials. Red cabbage is especially interesting to cook because the resulting solution can be  
deeply colored.  

The following instructions are for cooking red cabbage, but this same procedure can be used with  
other materials. (Cooking red cabbage and blueberries results in the deepest colored solutions,  
but using other colored vegetables will be useful for comparison.)   
1.  Chop up the red cabbage into small pieces and place the pieces into a metal can.   
2.  Add enough water to cover all the material that you have added to the can.  
3.  Place the can on a stovetop and cook until you have a strongly colored solution.  
4.  While this is cooking, place a coffee filter into a glass jar.  
5.  Pour the cooked solution through the filter into the jar to separate out the pieces of cabbage.  
6.  Let the solution cool, and then cap the jar.   

To be well-prepared for this activity, carry out the tests ahead of time.    
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Challenge the youth to extract the colors from tree leaves using water, alcohol, and acetone.  

Introducing the Activity   
Remind the youth of the colored leaves they have observed during the recent local field trips.  
Can the color in these leaves be extracted and can it be used as ink or paint?  

After some discussion about the possibilities, take a short trip just outside your program site and  
have youth collect colored leaves. When they return, have them discuss what techniques they  
could use to get the color out of the leaves. Could they use liquids other than water to get out the  
colors?  

Show them the materials available for this part of the activity: metal and glass containers; wood  
sticks; and water, alcohol and acetone. (Metal containers can be used for crushing the materials  
while glass containers work best for observing and storing the colored solutions.) Using these  
materials, do they think they can obtain some colored solutions?  

Tell them that the alcohol and acetone are flammable so they won’t be able to use heat around  
those chemicals.  

Give youth a few minutes to discuss amongst themselves how they will go about carrying out  
this challenge. Then give them access to the materials and let them begin.  

NOTE: You can provide some hot water if youth take great care and you give them clear procedures. Hot water  
may come from a hot water tap or by heating some in a pot on a hot plate. It is best to use a hot plate because of  
the flammability of the acetone and alcohol. You or another adult should dispense the hot water into containers.   

Have youth form groups of two or three so that the limited materials can be shared.  

During the Activity  
Observe how the youth are working with the materials. After they have had ample time to  
brainstorm, suggest the following procedure for them to follow:  
1.   In a metal can, break up the leaves into smaller pieces and crush them with a piece of wood.  

(Make sure to use a different can for each different kind of leaf.)  
2.  Add to each can one of the different testing liquids so that you can determine if the type of  

liquid used makes a difference in how much pigment you can extract.   
3.  Use coffee filter papers to separate out the plant material from the liquid by pouring the  

liquid from the crushed materials into the jars through a filter resting at the top of the jar.  

To save time, have different groups work with different colored leaves. After the youth have  
reached a point where they have obtained colored solutions, stop the activity. Have each group  
show the bottles of colored solutions. There should be some difference in the depth of color   

Pour some acetone, rubbing alcohol, and water into separate jars for youth to use as testing  
liquids.   
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among the liquids used. Acetone and alcohol will result in deeper colored solutions than water.  
Sometimes acetone will have the deepest color.   

Ask the youth what they think will happen if the liquids were allowed to evaporate. Will there be  
anything left after all the liquid is gone? If you choose to let the liquids evaporate, put the open  
containers outdoors or in some area away from people. Label and save some of the containers  
(closed so the liquid doesn’t evaporate) for a later activity and for comparison of the evaporated  
liquids vs. the liquids that have not evaporated.   

After the discussion about evaporation, have the youth try using the colored solutions as ink or  
paint. The coffee stirrers can be cut at one end into a point. The pointed end can be dipped into  
the colored solutions and then moved across paper to make words or drawings. The solutions  
may not be concentrated enough with color to allow for good drawing, but this practice can give  
youth an idea of a historical purpose for making colored solutions.  

In the next session, remember to check the open and closed containers of solutions set aside to  
see if anything remains in the containers that were left open.    

Challenge the youth to see if they can obtain color solutions from other plant materials following  
a similar procedure as in Part 1. As mentioned in the materials list above, these materials include  
red cabbage, blueberries, carrots, and red and yellow onion skins. If you can, heat up some 
water  just ahead of the session. The youth can use this warmer water as well as regular room-
temperature tap water when attempting their extractions.   

Introducing the Activity   
Point out to the youth that other plant materials also are colored. Can these colors also be  
extracted? Can they use the same procedures as they carried out in Part 1 to obtain colored  
solutions?  

During the Activity  
Observe how the youth are proceeding. Encourage them not to mix the different materials in the  
same container. For the clearest results and to determine to what extent each material is able to  
color the solution, solutions should be from only one material and solutions should be labeled.  

Blueberries will readily yield their pigment, but red cabbage will not give much color unless  
there is a great deal of mashing of the material to release the pigment. After the youth have  
obtained colored solutions from the different materials, stop the activity and have them show  
each other what they have obtained.  

As was suggested in Part 1, some of the solution can be left to evaporate and some saved for Part  
3. Again, youth can try using the colored solutions to write or make drawings. The blueberry  
solution will be the most concentrated with color and can sometimes give good results.   

PART 2: EXTRACTING COLORS FROM OTHER PLANT MATERIALS (optional)    
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Follow-up to Parts 1 and 2  
When the youth check their open containers during a later session, they will find a small residue  
remaining in the containers after all the liquid has evaporated. In some cases, there may be a very  
small amount of residue, but it will be noticeable because of the color.  

Have the youth talk about what they think happened.   
•  What happened to the liquids that were originally present?  
•  What is the residue that remains in the containers?  
•  If residue remains, what does this tell you about the nature of the pigment?  

Background to Parts 1 and 2  
Acetone and alcohol are volatile liquids. They evaporate easily, meaning the molecules of these  
liquids go into the atmosphere. The pigments are the solids that remain.  

The point of carrying out these two parts of the activity is for the youth to observe that the col-
or  in the plant materials is only one substance among many inside the plant. Also, the different  
liquids give different results. Acetone usually gives the best results, creating the most deeply  
colored solutions. Alcohol also works well on some of the materials. Water is the least effective  
unless the plant material is placed in hot water. Even so, some of these materials do not readily  
dissolve in water.   

The green pigment in leaves is chlorophyll, which has the role of capturing part of the sunlight  
spectrum and providing energy for a complex series of chemical reactions to occur. The non-
green pigments in onions and blueberries serve many different functions for the plant beyond  
providing energy, and also play different roles in the human body when eaten.   

And, chlorophyll is not the only pigment found in many leaves; a yellow pigment is also pres-
ent.  In the fall, the yellow pigment—called carotenoid—becomes visible after the decay of the  
chlorophyll pigment. However, some leaves also display a red color in the fall, and some tropical  
trees at certain times will also appear in bright reds. For instance, the leaves of the mango and  
cacao will turn red when they first sprout (Science News, October 26, 2002, vol. 162, pp 264– 
265). The purpose of this red pigment has been a question for researchers in recent years. The  
red pigment is called anthocyanin. Some research suggests that this red pigment serves a safety  
function by protecting the plant material so that the remaining useful chemicals in the leaves can  
migrate to other parts of the plant for the winter.    

Youth can use another technique to separate out pigments from leaves and some plant materi-
als.  Drops of pigment or solutions having pigment are placed on porous paper. Liquids of dif-
ferent  kinds are carefully placed on top of these drops, and the liquid is allowed to spread out. 
With  some plant materials, color separations appear in the paper, sometimes at the outer edge of 
the  advancing liquid. This technique is called chromatography. It is a technique used to extract 
not  just pigments but a wide variety of other substances. Youth can try this technique to see what  
happens with the solutions they have made and with the plant materials they have collected.    
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Testing a leaf rubbing on a coffee filter

      Photo courtesy of Bernie Zubrowski

Tell them they can try this technique with leaves and some of the other materials. Remind them  
that containers of the extracted pigments were saved from the previous activities. They can use  
these liquids with this technique.  

They should place a few drops of these solutions onto the coffee filter and let them spread 
out.  Then they should add either drops of water, alcohol, or acetone to the spots and see what  
happens. Will some of these colored solutions separate out into rings of different colors?  

During the Activity  
Observe how the youth place the testing liquids on the paper, because results can vary depending  
on their technique.    

Introducing the Activity   
Ask the youth if they noticed what happened with the coffee filters they had used to separate the  
plant materials from the solutions. Especially with acetone, which evaporates quickly, did they  
notice that a line or ring of color appeared on the paper? What might have been happening?  

Show them the following technique.  

1.  Tear open a coffee filter so you can open it flat as a single sheet (see photo below).  
2.  Take a fresh leaf and rub it against a part of the paper to make a spot on the paper. You may  

have to rub hard to get a dark enough spot.   
3.  Dip a coffee stirrer in acetone and touch the end of the coffee stirrer to the middle of the spot.  

Do this operation several times until the color spreads out. With some leaves, only a green  
ring will appear on the outer edge of the advancing circle. With other leaves, you may be  
able to see a faint yellow ring next to the green ring. Point this out to the youth.    
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NOTES:   
1.  When using the crushing and rubbing technique, make sure youth get a definite dark spot on the paper before  

adding one of the liquids. Remind them to add only one drop of liquid at a time.   
2.  Suggest that each group hold up the coffee filter to the light. This sometimes helps separations to become  

more visible. Have youth tape the filters into their journals for future reference.    

Immediate Observations  
Ask each group or individual to share their results with the whole group. Which materials appear  
to be a mixture? Which ones resulted in separations when a liquid was added? Will water and  
alcohol spread out the stain as well as acetone?   

NOTE: For some groups, there may appear to be no separation or it may be faint with some of the liquids.  
Acetone will give the best separations, but even with this liquid you will have to look very carefully, holding the  
paper up to the light, to be able to see the separations. With some leaf rubbings, you may see a green and a fainter  
yellow ring. These are the pigments chlorophyll and carotenoid.   

Also, remind youth that they used other plant materials in the previous part of this activity. What  
do they think will happen when these materials are rubbed on coffee filters to make a stain and  
then liquid is added? Can they use their previous experience to make a good guess?   
 
 
Observing Progress   
The manner in which the youth handle the materials can be an indication of their interest and  
whether they have been actively involved or indifferent in their actions.   
 

When adding the color solutions, they should add one drop at a time to the same place on the  
filter, letting the solution spread out. Then, they should wait a few minutes before adding drops  
of one of the three testing liquids.  

When adding one of the three liquids, make sure they do not flood the spot with the liquid. Point  
out that they should add one drop at a time from the coffee stirrer, letting the liquid spread out 
on  the paper. Then, hold up the paper to a light or next to a window to see if the colors have  
separated.   
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•	 Observe how youth go about crushing the natural materials. Do they make sure that all of the  
materials have been thoroughly crushed?  

•	 When they use the coffee stirrers, dropping the liquids onto the pigment spots on the coffee  
filter, are they careful to place the drops in the middle of the spot?  

•	 Do they wait before adding more drops or do they just flood the spot with liquid?  If they  
wait, they have a better chance of getting a separation of pigment.   
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Photo Courtesy of Bernie Zubrowski   Photo Courtesy of Kerry Ouellet   

Seeds: Observing and Experimenting    

Rationale   
Different trees will produce seeds at different times of the year. Some maples put forth seeds in  
the spring while some oaks put forth seeds in the fall. These seeds can be collected when you  
take a trip to a forest or when you do walks in your program site’s vicinity. You can have the  
youth take a close look at these seeds, discuss the way seeds are propagated, and try germinating  
them.   

Germinating seeds from trees can be a challenging undertaking because they are programmed 
to  germinate at different times, for instance, some need to experience an extended cold period  
before they are ready to germinate. However, it can be an interesting learning experience to  
challenge the youth to think of ways of germinating seeds. You should be forewarned that youth  
will be disappointed if they plant seeds that do not germinate. You can point out to them that  
scientists sometimes make use of negative results; they still provide some information about 
the  strategies of plants. Therefore, you can proceed in two ways: (1) Youth can collect seeds 
from  outside and then store them in a refrigerator until spring when they can then be planted, 
or (2)  some of the collected seeds can be planted right away to see what happens while the rest 
of the  seeds are stored in a refrigerator. Through this activity, youth can learn about some of the  
strategies that have evolved over millions of years by which trees ensure their continuity.   

The guiding question for the activity is: Will seeds collected from trees in the fall germinate?  

Materials  
For each youth  
•	 1 journal and pen/pencil  
•	 2–4 plastic cups (or similar container) for germinating seeds (depending on how many seeds  

each youth chooses to plant)    
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For the whole group  
•	 seeds collected on trips or local walks (try to get seeds from several different kinds of 

trees;  you will need enough for each youth to set up one container and more to store in the  
refrigerator for wintering)   

•	 potting soil  
•	 1 roll of masking tape  
•	 newspaper (for covering the work area)  
•	 grow lights (if sunny windows are not available)  
•	 access to a computer/printer  

Preparation  
If the youth have collected seeds on some of their previous field trips, check the seeds’ condition.   
Do they appear to be whole and healthy (not infested with any fungus or insects)? Are there  
several different kinds available and enough for each youth to plant at least one?  

NOTE: Use potting soil rather than collecting soil from outside. There is a good chance the soil from outside 
has  some plant seeds in it already, and sometimes these seeds will germinate indoors during the winter. This can  
confuse the youth, making them think that the tree seed has germinated. Potting soil will not give this result.  

If possible, try to gather together a wide variety of different kinds of seeds that are of different sizes and shapes.  
You may have to do this on your own by going to a local forest and other green spaces. Seeing the variety of the  
seeds can spark youth’s natural curiosity.  

Plan for a space where the youth can keep their containers for germination and growth,  
preferably next to a sunny window. If that is not an option, you can set up grow lights.   

Introducing the Activity  
This activity involves ongoing maintenance and long-term observation. The idea is to get youth  
thinking about the function of seeds and what conditions bring about their germination. Remind  
the youth that it may take time (days or weeks) for them to see results.  

Remind the youth about the seeds on trees that they may have observed during their walks or  
field trips. If they have collected seeds and you are not using these seeds for planting, have youth  
bring them out for observation. You can start this discussion by showing some of the photos  
youth may have taken of trees with seeds. Use the enlargement feature on the computer to see the  
number of seeds on a branch. You can also use photos from the Photo Resource Gallery at the  
end of this guide or on the Exploring Trees and Ponds website (http://treesandponds.edc.org).  
The section titled Seeds shows several different kinds of trees bearing many seeds.  

After viewing the photos, start discussing the function of seeds and how they get distributed.  
Some questions to consider are:  
•	 Do all or most trees put forth their seeds at the same time of year?   
•	 Many seeds may be present on some of the larger trees. Given that it takes extra energy for  

the trees to produce seeds, what might be some reasons for having so many seeds?   
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For more activities like this, or for more information on how to carry out these activities,  
please go to the Exploring Trees and Ponds website (http://treesandponds.edc.org).    
This material is based upon work supported, in part, by the National Science Foundation under Grant DRL-0714703. Any  
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not  
necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.   

•	 If the seeds only fell under the trees that produced them, this would limit propagation. What  
ways do seeds get dispersed beyond the original tree?  

•	 When and how do seeds start to germinate?  

After discussing these questions as a whole group, tell the youth that they will now try their  
hands at germinating some of the seeds. What would they do to start the germination? Show  
them the containers and the soil. Would anything else be needed for germination? Discuss with  
them how often they think the soil with the seeds needs to be watered.  

Point out that since they will be trying to grow the seeds indoors—seeds that are used to 
growing  outdoors—the seeds may germinate differently, or not at all, because of the difference 
in  temperatures and other conditions. However, if seeds outside (in colder climates) were to  
germinate in the fall, they wouldn’t survive because of the cold and snow.   

NOTE: If you live in a part of the country that has long, cold winters, you can carry out another experiment with  
the seeds. Explain to youth that you will take some of the seeds and place them in plastic bags with wet paper  
towels. These seeds will then be stored in a freezer during the winter to simulate the conditions of winter. In the  
spring, youth will be able to try to germinate these seeds as well.   

During the Activity  
Have the youth plant their seeds. Check in with each group or individual to observe how they are  
planting their seeds. Discuss with them how much dirt they think is needed and how much water  
should be added.  

Have youth place tape on their cups or containers with their names and the date. Let them know  
where they will keep their containers during the observation.  

NOTE: The germination of tree seeds is an uncertain undertaking. If some of the seeds collected have been on  
the ground for a year or more, there is a chance they will germinate. If some of the seeds are recent and have  
experienced a cold spell, there is an even higher chance they will germinate.  

Long-Term Observations  
Over the following weeks, youth should observe their seeds each time you meet. If a plant  
emerges, have the youth take a photo as well as record in their journals the appearance and  
height of the plant.    
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Tree Shapes  
How to Use Tree Shapes Photos  
A typical simple drawing of a tree in cartoons and in children’s literature usually shows a 
rounded shape for the tree’s canopy. This shape tends to be what we picture in our minds when  
we think of a tree. However, trees come in a variety of shapes, which becomes apparent when  
one starts to look more closely and make comparisons. This photo gallery presents a few of these  
different shapes, ranging from spherical to conical or columnar. Some photos of the same species  
of tree, some single and some in groups, show slight variations of shape within that species.  

You can share this set of photos with youth after they have been on a few field trips and have  
recorded their own collection of shapes. They can compare and contrast the types of trees they  
have observed and recorded with the ones shown in this set.   

One engaging way of showing these photos is to present to youth photos of two trees at a time.  
(Some software will allow you to do this.) These two photos can be of similar or very different  
tree shapes, and their juxtaposition will accentuate the similarities or differences.   

There are two ways to ask youth to react to these photos.   

1.  Have them take on the viewpoint of an artist. What trees would they prefer to draw or paint?  
What is appealing about some trees compared with others? What kind of feelings do they  
have about the tree?   

2.  Have them take on the viewpoint of a scientist. What can the shapes of the trees tell them  
about how a specific type of tree grows? Does it appear to grow slowly or quickly? Is it a  
type of tree that will stand strong under very strong winds?   
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For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Branching  
How to Use Branching Photos  
Winter is a good time to observe the “skeletal” structure of the overall branching of trees. 
Take  youth out during this time and have them adopt a tree (see the fall activity Field Trip: 
Adopt a  Tree) and photograph this tree to compare with other trees with different branching  
arrangements. After they have assembled their own collection of photos, you can share this set  
with them, which shows some of the different branching patterns of broadleaf trees.   

Here are two ways that you can introduce these photos and engage youth in a discussion about  
them.   

1.  Some of the trees can be thought of as a type of sculpture. The arrangements of branches can  
suggest states of emotion. Weeping willows can suggest fatigue or sadness. Lots of crooked  
branches can suggest a mysterious presence while all the branches of a tree pointing upward  
can suggest happiness or high energy. Challenge the youth to describe their own feelings  
through the photos they are viewing.   

2.  Look at the trees scientifically. Which type of tree appears to be the one that has grown  
quickly or slowly? Which type of tree appears to be most vulnerable to strong winds? You  
can also use this time to focus on the hierarchical pattern of the branches. How many primary  
(large) branches are there? How many secondary branches come off of this primary branch?  
What is the arrangement of the tertiary branches?   
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For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Curiosities  
How to Use Curiosities Photos  
Sometimes on field trips, youth may come across unusual happenings with trees. As shown in  
the photos within this set, one can sometimes observe the trunk of a tree pushing through or even  
enclosing a fence. Occasionally, one can also observe very large bumps on trees while the trees  
apparently still remain healthy. Given that these situations are unusual, it can be an opportunity  
to discuss with youth how trees adapt and survive.  

Included in this set of photos are ones showing trees growing upside down. These trees were  
placed in this situation by an artist and are located at the entrance to the Massachusetts Museum  
of Modern Art in North Adams, Massachusetts. When originally hung in this arrangement, 
the  branches were facing down vertically, but as one can see, the branches are starting to grow  
sideways and upwards. These photos were taken several years after they were hung in this way.  
This is an example of what is known as geotropism: plants have developed hereditary tendencies  
that make them sensitive to gravity. They recognize which way is up and know to grow in that  
direction.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Group Portraits  
How to Use Group Portraits Photos  
Landscaped parking lots (at shopping areas, surrounding parks, etc.) will often have trees planted  
in a row along the edges and sometimes within the lots themselves. Many times, these trees are  
all of the same species, and they were probably of the same age when planted. If these trees are  
positioned far enough away from each other such that their canopies do not merge, then each tree  
can be compared to the others in the group. This situation can provide an instance where youth  
can study variation within one species of tree. The overall shape may vary slightly and some  
branches may stick out, or one or two trees may have already died indicating that these trees  
were not as healthy as the others nearby.   

When showing these to your youth, give them time to study one photo at a time. Challenge 
them  to describe what differences they can observe among the groups of trees. Use the zoom 
function  in your viewing software to get a closer look at the trees, which will help youth notice  
differences in the branching arrangements among the groups.  

For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Roots  
How to Use Roots Photos  
In the city, roots are often hidden under concrete or asphalt, but in the forests, you can often find  
exposed roots. Using this photo gallery, youth can view roots that are exposed due to erosion. In  
several of the photos, a tree is shown where much of its roots are exposed, showing very large  
roots near the surface.  

Youth tend to have a conception that tree roots go very deep into the soil. These photos can show  
them that just below the floor of the forest is a tangle of very shallow roots.  

6  7  8  9   

For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Seeds  
How to Use Seeds Photos  
Some trees put out seeds in late spring and during the summer. More noticeable are trees such as  
oak and beech that produce there seeds in the fall. This photo gallery shows several kinds of trees  
bearing seeds. As can be seen in the photos, some trees have seeds on all the branches while  
others have seeds (cones) only on the top branches.  

Using these photos, have youth make estimates on the number of seeds produced by a tree:  

1.  Use the zoom feature in your photo software to enlarge the photos to view one or several  
branches of a tree.   

2.  Estimate the number of seeds on this section of the tree.   
3.  Estimate how many branches are on the tree.   
4.  Multiply these two numbers to arrive at a rough estimate of the number of seeds on the tree.  

Youth will find that there are many hundreds. Given that producing seeds takes energy away  
from the growth of a tree, have youth think about what the value is for the tree of producing  
so many seeds.  

For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Flowering Trees  
How to Use Flowering Trees Photos  
In the spring, some broadleaf trees put on colorful displays of flowers. In urban and suburban  
locations, people have planted many ornamental trees, such as crabapples. These trees are not  
usually local (native) species but, rather, they were selected because of their colorful displays in  
the spring. When viewing the photos in this gallery, use the zoom feature in your viewing  soft-
ware to get a closer view of the different flowers.   

Challenge youth to estimate the number of flowers produced by the tree:   

1.  Estimate the number of flowers on one branch of the tree.  
2.  Estimate the number of branches on the tree.   
3.  Multiply these two numbers to get a rough estimate of the total number of flowers.   

After youth estimate the number of flowers, have a discussion of why the tree produced so many  
flowers given that much of its food supply was used up to carry this out.  

For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Fall Changes  
How to Use Fall Changes Photos  
In some parts of the country, fall is a time of very colorful displays. This is particularly true 
in  the northern United States. This set of photos shows the range of colors (variations of red,  
orange, and yellow) that appear on the leaves of trees in the fall.   

One group of photos shows change within a group of trees over 10 days in October. Another  
group of photos shows a change in one tree over eight days.  

These photos can be used to discuss the pigments that are in the leaves of broadleaf (or  
deciduous) trees. They can also be used to discuss how broadleaf trees prepare for the coming  
winter. Youth can speculate what changes in the environment bring about this change.   
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For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Bark  
How to Use Bark Photos  
During your field trips to a forest or local neighborhood, youth will probably take photos of the  
bark of some trees. Unless you are located in an area with a particularly large variety of tree  
species (perhaps you are near an arboretum), the variety of bark that youth find will probably be  
limited. This set of photos shows a range of colors, textures, and shapes. After youth have put  
together their own collection of photos of bark, you can share with them these photos.   

When showing these photos, have youth speculate on the adaptive characteristics of the different  
kinds of bark. Does it make a difference to a tree if the bark is one color or another, or if the bark  
easily peels? What function does the bark perform for the tree?  
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For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Vines  
How to Use Vines Photos  
You can use this photo gallery to discuss the fact that there are other plants that grow on trees,  
including vines, and in some situations, these plants can cause the trees to die.  

On your trips to a forest, you may encounter some of these interesting vines growing up trees.  
Youth are often fascinated by these curious plants.   

You can use this set of photos of vines to discuss possible enemies of trees. What survival  
strategies do trees adopt to deal with the overgrowth of vines? What happens if vines grow  
abundantly on a tree, covering the entire trunk and making their way into the leaves at the top?  
Will they eventually strangle the tree?  

For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site.   
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PHOTO RESOURCES GALLERY: Ice  
How to Use Ice Photos  
Trees have evolved over millions of years to have developed arrangements of leaves and  
branches that can function well in particular kinds of environments. It can be said that they have  
developed forms that anticipate weather conditions. For instance, some evergreens in snowy  
climates have branching arrangements that allow snow to fall off easily. However, there are  
sometimes rare weather events that can wreak havoc with trees. Sometimes during the winter,  
when the temperature is hovering at the freezing mark, precipitation falling as rain freezes on  
contact with everything, including the branches of trees. If the precipitation lasts long enough,  
enough ice can form to cause even the largest tree branches to break, and in some cases, an entire  
tree can be destroyed.  

This set of photos shows the aftermath of a December ice storm in the area northwest of Boston,  
Massachusetts. Branches from many trees were broken. As one photo shows, branches on birch  
trees were completely bent over. And, in another photo, a tree having two very large branches  
was split in half.  

These photos present a situation for discussing with youth the types of strategies that trees have  
evolved in order to survive. For instance, some trees growing in a clearing in the forest can 
grow  very quickly since they do not have competition. However, if they grow very quickly, they 
might  put out thin branches and have a thin trunk. This allows them to keep reaching for the sun  
beating out other trees, but it also makes them more vulnerable to extreme weather, like this ice  
storm.  
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For full size images, visit the Photo Resources section of the http://treesandponds.edc.org site. All photos 
in this gallery are courtesy of Bernie Zubrowski.
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The Exploring Trees and Ponds Series: 
Activity Descriptions  
FALL TREES  
Field Trip: Exploring a Forest    
An excellent way of starting off the whole project is to take a trip to a local forest. Youth make  
on-site observations to help gain an overall picture of trees and plants, their habitats, growing  
conditions, etc. Careful planning for this trip will make it productive and motivating for the  
youth.  

Field Trip: Exploring Your Neighborhood    
Youth become acquainted with the trees and plants in their local neighborhood. Since these are  
readily accessible, they can be the subjects for long-term observations. Youth observe changes  
during the seasons and thereby gain a sense of how trees survive and grow.  

Field Trip: Adopting a Tree   
Youth adopt one or several trees in order to narrow their focus. Having been stimulated by  
several trips to their local neighborhood, they generate questions and then follow through by  
carrying out systematic observations through the seasons.  

Trees: Observation Indoors    
Youth compare and contrast changes that happen during the course of the project to small tree  
seedlings brought indoors. They also compare the environmental conditions that may affect  
when trees lose their leaves.  

Leaves: Extracting Pigments    
Youth crush leaves and other natural materials and soak them in different liquids. They then  
carry out the technique of chromatography to separate out the pigments for observation.  

Seeds: Observing and Experimenting    
Youth collect and plant seeds to investigate the experimental question of whether seeds will  
germinate right away or if they need a span of time to germinate.   

WINTER PONDS  
Observing Pond Creatures    
Youth observe creatures as large as fish and tadpoles and as small as beetles and dragonfly  
larvae. Using an existing curriculum (developed for the traditional school context but easily  
adapted for out-of school and for different age groups), we provide suggestions for activities for  
long-term explorations of larger (fish, tadpoles, snails) and smaller (dragonfly larvae, daphnia)  
organisms.  

Surveying Pond Water for Different Microorganisms    
Youth observe samples of pond water using microscopes to see how many different kinds of  
very small organisms may be present.   
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Observing the Movement of Microorganisms    
Youth use microscopies to isolate a few of the microorganisms and study how they move.  

Visiting and Exploring a Pond    
Using simple equipment, youth discover where different organisms are found in ponds and  
collect multiple samples to bring back to the center for a long-term exploration studying  
organisms in depth. The goal of this activity is to have youth witness the diversity that can be  
found in one kind of ecosystem.  

Finding Out What Is in Pond Water Youth have collected specimens from a pond and have  
brought them back to their science center. Now they look at them more closely with magnifiers,  
examining how many different items they’ve collected and comparing and contrasting them.  

Close Observations of Pond Organisms Youth observe their collected organisms very closely  
by placing one organism on a tray or plastic plate and then studying its body structure and other  
features using magnifiers. Youth keep notes of what they see and make drawings or take photos  
that they can share with the whole group during discussions.  

SPRING TREES  
Trees: Buds and Twigs    
Branches from trees and bushes can be collected in the early spring, brought indoors, and placed  
in water. Youth can then closely observe the emergence of leaves and flowers. They can consider  
such questions as, Do the leaves on the trees all emerge at the same time or do some trees sprout  
leaves sooner than others? Do all trees produce spring flowers? What environmental factors may  
bring about these changes?  

Trees: Exploring Their Flowers    
On field trips, youth observe the emergence and timing of flowers on different kinds of trees.  
They also examine different flowers and get a sense of their structure. This provides a context for  
discussing the reproductive strategies of trees.  

Seeds: Emergence and Germination    
Youth collect seeds and attempt to germinate them. Youth may not be aware of the dormancy of  
seeds. Spring is a good time for youth to consider and study this property.  

Seeds: Roots and Shoots    
The roots of plants are not easily observed. In this activity, youth build a specially designed  
arrangement that allows them to observe the growth of roots and the correlation between root  
growth and stem extension.  

Leaves: Designing Leaf Arrangements on a Branch    
Youth are challenged to design the arrangement of leaves on a branch of a tree using simple  
materials. This exercise can help them see that there is order to the way leaves grow on trees.  

Leaves: Taking a Closer Look at Their Structure    
Youth’s close examination of the structures of different kind of leaves, especially their cellular   
arrangements, can be the context for examining the micro-structure of trees and the distribution  
of water and food in trees.  
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Leaves: Exploring Estimating Total Surface Area (Optional)    
Youth estimate the total number of leaves on a tree and then find the surface area of one leaf.  
Then they calculate the total surface area of all the leaves on a tree.  

Trees: Designing a Tree    
Using simple materials, youth are challenged to design their own trees.   
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